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Movement and sensing are linked in organisms as their sensors are 
embedded in their bodies. This inescapable link results in a behavioral 

conflict between producing costly movements for gathering 
information (“explore”) versus using previously acquired information to 

achieve a goal (“exploit”). Optimally trading-off exploration and 
exploitation is an intractable problem, and the strategies that animals 

utilize to resolve this conflict are poorly understood. We show that 
weakly electric fish (Eigenmannia virescens) use a mode-switching 

strategy that solves the explore–exploit conflict during a refuge 
tracking task, and that this strategy is modulated by sensory salience. 

Fish produced distinctive non-normal distributions of movement 
velocities characterized by sharp peaks for slower, task-oriented 
“exploit” movements and broad shoulders for faster, “explore” 

movements. Surprisingly, measures of non-normality increased (rather 
than decreased) with increased sensory salience. Reanalysis of 

published data revealed that this distinctive distribution of movement 
velocities is produced by diverse organisms from amoeba to humans. 
We propose a parsimonious, state-uncertainty based mode-switching 

heuristic that reproduces the distinctive velocity distribution and 
explains its relationship to sensory salience. This strategy likely 

manifests in diverse biological mechanisms, from single-cell motility to 
movement control in animals.
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